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ABSTRACT
Objectives: We evaluated the effectiveness of
European chronic care programmes for type 2 diabetes
mellitus (characterised by integrative care and a
multicomponent framework for enhancing healthcare
delivery), compared with usual diabetes care.
Design: Systematic review and meta-analysis.
Data sources: MEDLINE, Embase, CENTRAL and
CINAHL from January 2000 to July 2015.
Eligibility criteria: Randomised controlled trials
focussing on (1) adults with type 2 diabetes, (2)
multifaceted diabetes care interventions specifically
designed for type 2 diabetes and delivered in primary
or secondary care, targeting patient, physician and
healthcare organisation and (3) usual diabetes care as
the control intervention.
Data extraction: Study characteristics, characteristics
of the intervention, data on baseline demographics and
changes in patient outcomes.
Data analysis: Weighted mean differences in change
in HbA1c and total cholesterol levels between
intervention and control patients (95% CI) were
estimated using a random-effects model.
Results: Eight cluster randomised controlled trials
were identified for inclusion (9529 patients). One year
of multifaceted care improved HbA1c levels in
patients with screen-detected and newly diagnosed
diabetes, but not in patients with prevalent diabetes,
compared to usual diabetes care. Across all seven
included trials, the weighted mean difference in
HbA1c change was −0.07% (95% CI −0.10 to
−0.04) (−0.8 mmol/mol (95% CI −1.1 to −0.4));
I2=21%. The findings for total cholesterol, LDL-
cholesterol and blood pressure were similar to
HbA1c, albeit statistical heterogeneity between studies
was considerably larger. Compared to usual care,
multifaceted care did not significantly change quality
of life of the diabetes patient. Finally, measured for
screen-detected diabetes only, the risk of
macrovascular and mircovascular complications at
follow-up was not significantly different between
intervention and control patients.
Conclusions: Effects of European multifaceted
diabetes care patient outcomes are only small.
Improvements are somewhat larger for screen-detected

and newly diagnosed diabetes patients than for
patients with prevalent diabetes.

INTRODUCTION
Chronic disease management relies on the
assumption that providing optimal chronic
care requires changes of patients and profes-
sionals with regard to behaviour, culture, and
communication.1 2 Indeed, with ageing of
the population and the growing prevalence
of chronic diseases, initiatives to improving
quality of chronic care require more than
evidence about effective diagnostic proce-
dures and treatments in comparison to acute
disorders.3 Aimed at describing essential ele-
ments for improving outcomes in care of
chronic diseases, the chronic care model
(CCM) was developed in the mid-1990s and

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ This is the first systematic review providing a
comprehensive overview of studies that have
evaluated the effectiveness of multifaceted dia-
betes care programmes addressing all their com-
ponents together, rather than separately.

▪ The focus in this systematic review was on
European multifaceted diabetes care programmes
only, to meet the need for efficient and estab-
lished programmes to providing optimal chronic
care due to the burden of increasing diabetes
prevalence in Europe.

▪ There is an important lack of studies which
evaluate the effectiveness of implementing all
chronic care model-components simultaneously.

▪ Overall, the studies included in this systematic
review provided insufficient details to fully under-
stand the intensity of the intervention, and there
was only little overlap in the wide range of
outcome measures evaluated.
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was further refined in 1997.2 4 5 This primary care-based
model is based on the assumption that improvements in
care require an approach that incorporates patients,
healthcare providers and system level interventions.4 6

The CCM comprises six interrelated components
deemed essential for providing high-quality care to
patients with chronic disease: (1) healthcare organisa-
tion (ie, providing leadership for securing resources and
removing barriers to care), (2) self-management support
(ie, facilitating skills-based learning and patient
empowerment), (3) decision support (ie, providing
guidance for implementing evidence-based care), (4)
delivery system design (ie, coordinating care processes),
(5) clinical information systems (ie, tracking progress
through reporting outcomes to patients and providers
and (6) community resources and policies (ie, sustaining
care by using community-based resources and public
health policy).7

The current literature indicates a widespread applica-
tion of the CCM to multiple illnesses, and various
studies have provided a rigorous evaluation of its individ-
ual components.5 8–14 In general, these studies have
reported positive effects on patient outcomes and pro-
cesses of care. The reported effect sizes, however, are
relatively small, and many outcomes are flawed by a con-
siderable level of statistical heterogeneity.10 13–25

An aspect that complicates the assessment of effective-
ness of chronic care programmes is their inherent multi-
component nature.14 20 25 While some authors found
that the total number of CCM elements incorporated in
the interventions did not influence patient outcomes,9 10

others concluded that interventions containing more
than one CCM component were more successful at
improving the quality of care than single-component
interventions.11 24 26 27

To date, no summative reviews have evaluated to
which extent the complete CCM—thus all six compo-
nents combined in interventions—improves diabetes
care.
As such, the aim of the current review was to systemat-

ically identify studies of diabetes care assessing the effect
of interventions addressing all six components of the
CCM. We subsequently aimed to pool the effect of these
models on biochemical outcomes (HbA1c, cholesterol
levels, blood pressure, body mass index (BMI), fasting
glucose, triglyceride and creatinine levels), patient-
reported outcomes (health-related quality of life) and
diabetes complications (macrovascular and microvascu-
lar complications, hypoglycaemia, cardiovascular risk,
medication use and processes of care) in adult patients
with type 2 diabetes compared to usual diabetes care by
means of a meta-analysis.

METHODS
Our systematic review was based on a protocol with
input from experts in diabetes care, statistical methods
and primary care. The protocol was composed

according to the PRISMA-P guidelines (see online
supplementary file S1).28

Data sources and searches
We identified studies by searching MEDLINE, Embase,
CINAHL and CENTRAL from January 2000 until July
2015. Search syntaxes were developed in consultation
with the Cochrane Metabolic and Endocrine Disorders
Group by adapting and combining published search
strategies from previous systematic reviews on chronic
(diabetes) care management.10 12 Given that the CCM—

and its terminology—had been introduced in the late
1990s, we restricted the search to publications from
January 2000 onwards. In addition, reference lists of eli-
gible studies and systematic reviews on multifaceted dia-
betes care were searched by hand to identify additional
studies. The full MEDLINE search strategy is available in
the online supplementary file S2.

Study selection
One reviewer (BWCB) identified potentially relevant
studies for inclusion by screening title and abstract of all
citations that resulted from our literature search. Two
reviewers (BWCB and WR) then screened the full text
of these articles. Only randomised controlled trials were
considered eligible for inclusion. Non-randomised
studies were excluded, as were studies written in a lan-
guage other than English. Since this systematic review
was part of a large European project on managed dia-
betes care that aimed at developing chronic care man-
agement standards and guidance for Europe,29 we
further excluded all non-European CCM trials. Trials eli-
gible for inclusion had to comply with the following
inclusion criteria.

Type of participants
Individuals, regardless of gender and ethnicity, diag-
nosed with type 2 diabetes and with or without
comorbidities.

Type of intervention
Previous systematic reviews on multifaceted chronic care
have reported that randomised-controlled-trial-interven-
tions are generally described poorly and incomprehen-
sively, which complicates mapping the individual
elements of the intervention to the six CCM compo-
nents. To avoid mapping difficulties, we have reformu-
lated the following inclusion criteria for the
interventions: The intervention had to be described as a
multifaceted CCM or programme that (1) was designed
specifically for individuals with type 2 diabetes, (2) was
based on guidelines, (3) provided multidisciplinary care,
(4) addressed patient empowerment, (5) provided
quality management (eg, patient registry systems, record-
ing of process measurements and adherence to guide-
lines, achievement of treatment goals), (6) was delivered
in primary or secondary care and (7) had a minimum
duration of 6 months. The control intervention had to
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be defined as usual diabetes care as recommended in
that particular country (eg, regular follow-up with the
required health professional and a full diabetes annual
review).

Type of outcome measures
We considered three categories of outcome measures:
(1) biochemical outcomes, including HbA1c, cholesterol
levels, blood pressure, BMI, fasting glucose, triglyceride
and creatinine levels, (2) patient-reported outcomes,
including health-related quality of life, and (3) diabetes
complications, including macrovascular and microvascu-
lar complications, hypoglycaemia, cardiovascular risk,
medication use and processes of care.
Any disagreements between the two reviewers regard-

ing the inclusion or exclusion of studies were resolved
by consensus.

Data extraction and quality assessment
Using a standard structured data abstraction form, one
reviewer (BWCB) performed the data extraction which
was confirmed by a second reviewer (WR). The
extracted data included study design, length of interven-
tion/follow-up, sample size, inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria, mean or median age of the included sample,
percentage males, study setting (ie, primary or second-
ary care), intervention details and mean differences in
change for various outcomes. When important informa-
tion or outcome data were missing, trial authors of the
included studies were contacted. When unavailable, the
particular data were not included in the analyses.
The standard Cochrane EPOC Risk of Bias Tool was

used to assess risk of bias for each of the selected
studies.30 Since all included studies were cluster-
randomised controlled trials, additional attention was
given to potential sources of bias specific to cluster-
randomised trials: (1) recruitment bias: did recruitment
of diabetes patients take place before or after randomisa-
tion of the clusters?, (2) did the intervention and
control group differ in baseline characteristics?, (3) did
any of the clusters drop out during follow-up?, (4) was
clustering accounted for in the statistical analyses? If a
certain domain could not be classified as ‘high’ or ‘low’
risk of bias due to inadequate reporting, it was deemed
‘unclear’ risk of bias.

Data synthesis and analysis
Owing to heterogeneity of the study populations and
duration of the interventions, and owing to the small
overlap in outcomes of the individual trials, an extensive
meta-analysis and meta-regression of all reported
outcome variables was not possible. The available data
only allowed to statistically pool the results for HbA1c
concentrations and total cholesterol levels. Review
Manager (RevMan 5.2.0; the Cochrane Collaboration)
was used to compute the weighted mean difference in
change in HbA1c and total cholesterol between inter-
vention and control groups, employing the generic

inverse variance method. To incorporate between-study
and within-study variance, we used a random effects
model for estimating the weighted mean differences in
change between intervention and control group across
the included trials.31 Mean differences were pooled sep-
arately for the different types of diabetes patients (preva-
lent, screen-detected and newly diagnosed), and
subsequently for the entire patient population. The con-
sistency of the findings across the studies was assessed
using forest plots. We evaluated statistical heterogeneity
by calculating the I2 statistic, a measure independent of
the number of studies and effect size metric.32 All
outcome variables other than HbA1c and total choles-
terol, we analysed descriptively.

RESULTS
Figure 1 summarises the identification of relevant
studies and the numbers of excluded and included
studies. The search of the electronic databases identified
9464 abstracts of studies published between January
2000 and July 2015. After excluding duplicate citations
(n=1227) and studies unrelated to the current review′’s
topic (n=7801), we considered 436 articles for full-text
review. Of these, 424 studies failed to meet our explicit
inclusion criteria. In total, 12 articles met our inclusion
criteria and were included in the current review.33–44 No
relevant studies were retrieved by hand-search.

Study characteristics
The 12 included articles33–44 reported on eight unique
cluster randomised controlled trials,33 35 39–41 43–45

Figure 1 Flow chart summarising the identification of studies

for inclusion in the review.
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carried out between 1989 and 2011. Two of these trials,
Addition-Denmark40 and Addition-Cambridge,35 had
not individually reported any follow-up results in sequel
to their study protocols. Their 5-year data however were
pooled in the Addition-Europe study46 together with the
5-year data of the Addition-Netherlands39 and
Addition-Leicester43 trials. For the remainder of the
‘Methods’ section, we will describe the design features
and assess risk of bias for the Addition-Denmark and
Addition-Cambridge trials based on their published
protocol, yet for the ‘Results’ section we will have to
resort to the pooled five-year data from the
Addition-Europe study. This means that although we
identified eight unique trials,33 35 39–41 43–45 there are
just seven publications to extract data from.33 39 41 43–46

All trials had recruited either general practitioners or
physician practices which represented the cluster level
(level of randomisation). In one study,45 however, first-
level clusters were formed by district (characterised as
urban, rural and mixed) and second-level clusters by the
physicians. The total number of patients with type 2 dia-
betes enrolled by the physicians amounted to 9529, of
whom 8921 (94%) had been included in the analyses.
The objective of each trial was the structured multifa-

ceted management of diabetes, and the interventions
were aimed at improving the patients’ cardiovascular
risk profile44 45 and metabolic control,33 35 39 40 43 44

and assessing the effect of multifaceted care on the
occurrence of cardiovascular events,35 39 40 43 overall
mortality41 and risk factors for clinical complications.41

Interventions focused on all aspects of the CCM includ-
ing more regular and frequent consultations, annual
screening for diabetes complications, patient education/
advice, guideline-based clinical treatment and physician
education, regular/annual feedback reports to physi-
cians, referrals, record keeping, formation of multidis-
ciplinary (primary care provider) teams, delegation of
routine diabetes tasks to a trained practice nurse, patient
and physician reminders and patient–physician commu-
nication and decision-making. The interventions were
largely delivered by general practitioners and physicians,
yet specialised nurses or practice nurses were also
involved in the intervention-programme as part of the
practice team and to (partly) replace the physician in
providing diabetes care.33 35 39 40 43 44

Two main aspects differed among the trials: the type
of diabetes patient enrolled and the duration of the
intervention. Three trials33 44 45 had included patients
with prevalent diabetes and intervened for 1-year. The
average diabetes duration in these studies ranged from
5.8 to 9.5 years. One trial41 had enrolled patients with
newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes and assessed outcome
measures after 6 years of intervention. Finally, there were
four trials35 39 40 43 that first had initiated a diabetes
screening programme and subsequently had recruited
those with screen-detected diabetes to participate in the
intervention study. Follow-up measurements were
assessed at 1-year and at 5 years. Table 1 presents an

overview of interventions and findings of the included
publications. Tables 2 and 3 present the baseline patient
characteristics for the trials that recruited patients with
prevalent diabetes33 44 45 and for the trials that recruited
patients with screen-detected39 43 46 and newly diag-
nosed diabetes,41 respectively.

Data quality assessment
Figure 2 summarises the risk of bias for the trials
included in this review. Although the Addition-
Denmark40 and the Addition-Cambridge35 trials had not
published 1-year data, they did provide 5-year data for
the Addition-Europe meta-analysis46 and were thus
included in the risk of bias assessment. However, since
not having published actual trial data, we could not
assess the domains of incomplete outcome data, select-
ive reporting and other bias, which resulted in the
occurrence of blanks in figure 2.
Seven trials had at least one domain judged as unclear

risk of bias. Five trials had at least one domain judged as
high risk of bias. Only one study44 had explicitly
described that their physicians were unaware of being
allocated to the intervention or control group when
recruiting eligible patients. For the remaining studies,
prior knowledge of treatment allocation cannot be ruled
out (recruitment bias). Furthermore, the Addition
studies35 39 40 43 were the only trials in which patients
remained unaware of group assignment throughout the
study.
In four studies,35 39 40 43 outcome assessment was per-

formed completely blinded for patient allocation. In
one study,45 only laboratory outcomes were assessed
blinded, whereas clinical outcomes were obtained by
contacting the general practitioner, introducing possible
bias. No substantial baseline differences between the
intervention and control groups existed with regard to
the outcomes of interest.

Biochemical outcomes
All studies had assessed biochemical outcomes at
follow-up, including HbA1c level, blood lipid levels,
blood pressure and BMI.

HbA1c levels
All studies assessed HbA1c values at follow-up. For
six33 39 43–46 of the seven study populations glycaemic
control at baseline was moderate to good, as expressed
by the mean HbA1c concentrations ranging from 7.0 to
7.8% (53 to 62 mmol/mol). The three trials with preva-
lent type 2 diabetes patients33 44 45 observed no statistic-
ally significant difference in change in HbA1c levels
between the intervention and control group after 1-year
of intervention (figure 3). There was no statistical het-
erogeneity between these three trials (I2=0%) and the
weighted mean difference in change between interven-
tion and control groups was −0.06% (95% CI −0.13 to
0.01) (−0.7 mmol/mol (95% CI −1.4 to 0.1)), in favour
of the intervention group. Using a similarly short
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Table 1 Characteristics of the included cluster randomised controlled trials

Study Comparison Effect on end points* Notes

Cleveringa

et al. (2008)33
Intervention: Patient consultation by a practice nurse

+use of a computerised decision support system

+guideline-based care+physician support by practice

nurse+interdisciplinary care by a specialist team

+individualised treatment advice+patient education

+physician feedback+recall system+regular patient

consultations by practice nurse+physician feedback

versus

Usual diabetes care (not further specified)

Biochemical outcomes

HbA1c (0)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

HDL-cholesterol (0)

LDL-cholesterol (+, i)

Systolic blood pressure (+, i)

Diastolic blood pressure (+, i)

10-year CHD risk (+, i)

Diabetes complications and processes of care

HbA1c below target value† (+, i)

Total cholesterol below target value† (+, i)

LDL-cholesterol below target value† (+, i)

Systolic blood pressure below target value† (+, i)

All treatment targets reached† (+, i)

At baseline, patients in the intervention group had

higher HDL-cholesterol levels, were more often

smoker and more often had a history of CHD.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat and for missing follow-up data the

last observation was carried forward.

Comparisons between the intervention and control

group were adjusted for cluster structure.

Sönnichsen

et al. (2008)45
Intervention: Physician education+guideline-based

care+patient education+use of a clinical information

system tool+interdisciplinary care by a specialist team

+patient reminders+physician reminders+goal setting

+shared decision-making patient and physician

+regular consultations

versus

Usual diabetes care (not further specified)

Biochemical outcomes

HbA1c (0)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

HDL-cholesterol (0)

LDL-cholesterol (0)

Systolic blood pressure (0)

Diastolic blood pressure (0)

Body mass index (+, i)

Triglycerides (0)

Creatinine (0)

Diabetes complications and processes of care

To the guidelines adherent:

– number of eye examinations† (+, i)

– number of foot examinations† (+, i)

– provision of patient education† (+, i)

– regular HbA1c checks† (+, i)

At baseline, patients in the intervention group had

a higher BMI and higher cholesterol levels than

patients in the control group.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat and for missing follow-up data the

last observation was carried forward.

Comparisons between the intervention and control

groups were adjusted for cluster structure and

baseline characteristics.

Frei et al.

(2010)44
Intervention: Specialist team involving a practice nurse

+practice nurse education+physician education

+physician support by practice nurse+regular

independent patient consultations by practice nurse

+use of a clinical information system tool

+guideline-based care+physician feedback+patient

information leaflets+self-management support for

patient+patient treatment groups

versus

Usual diabetes care (not further specified)

Biochemical outcomes

HbA1c (0)

Total cholesterol (0)

HDL-cholesterol (0)

LDL-cholesterol (+, i)

Systolic blood pressure (+, i)

Diastolic blood pressure (+, i)

Body mass index (0)

Fasting blood glucose (0)

Patient-reported outcomes

Diabetes complications and processes of care

Number GP visits† (0)

Change in antidiabetic therapy (0)

Change in antihypertensive therapy (0)

Change in lipid-lowering therapy (0)

There were no baseline differences in patient

characteristics between intervention and control

group.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat and for missing follow-up data the

last observation was carried forward.

Comparisons between intervention and control

group were adjusted for cluster structure and

baseline characteristics.
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Table 1 Continued

Study Comparison Effect on end points* Notes

Webb et al.

(2010)43
Intervention: Structured patient education+lifestyle

advice and self-management with ongoing (bimonthly)

professional support+individualised management

+guideline-based care+shared decision-making patient

and healthcare professional+annual screening for

diabetic complications+care delivered by a specialist

team (specialty doctor, diabetes nurse educator, and a

dietician)+patient reminders+physician reminders

versus

Usual diabetes care (not further specified)

Biochemical outcomes

HbA1c (+, i)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

LDL-cholesterol (+, i)

HDL-cholesterol (0)

Systolic blood pressure (+, i)

Diastolic blood pressure (+, i)

Body mass index (+, i)

Weight (+, i)

Waist circumference (0)

Triglycerides (0)

5-year CHD risk (+, i)

5-year CVD risk (+, i)

Patient-reported outcomes

Health-related quality of life (0)

Diabetes complications and processes of care

Hypoglycaemia† (+, i)

Use of antihypertensive drugs† (+, i)

Use of lipid-lowering drugs† (+, i)

Use of antiplatelet therapy† (+, i)

Use of metformin† (0)

Use of sulfonylurea† (0)

At baseline, more patients in the intervention group

were taking antihypertensive medication when

entering the study and had higher total and

LDL-cholesterol levels.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat. It was not reported whether or

not data were missing and how missing data were

handled.

Comparisons between intervention and control

group were adjusted for cluster structure and

baseline characteristics (except quality of life which

had not been measured at baseline).

Janssen et al.

(2009)39
Intervention: Physician education+diabetes nurse

education+lifestyle advice+guideline based care

+physician support by diabetes nurse+evaluation and

feed-back sessions diabetes nurse+frequent patient

consultations with diabetes nurse+shared

decision-making patient, physician and diabetes nurse

+physician reminders+patient reminders

versus

Usual diabetes care (not further specified)

Biochemical outcomesHbA1c (+, i)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

LDL-cholesterol (+, i)

HDL-cholesterol (0)

Systolic blood pressure (+, i)

Diastolic blood pressure (+, i)

Body mass index (+, i)

Fasting blood glucose (+, i)

Triglycerides (0)

Patient-reported outcomes

Health-related quality of life (0)

Diabetes complications and processes of care

Hypoglycaemia† (0)

There were no baseline differences in patient

characteristics between the intervention and

control group.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat and for missing follow-up data the

last observation was carried forward.

Comparisons between the intervention and control

group were adjusted for baseline characteristics,

and clustering at practice level.

Griffin et al.

(2011)46
This study combined the data after five years of a

multifaceted care intervention from the (1)

Addition-Denmark study (Lauritzen et al40), (2) the

Addition-Netherlands study ( Janssen et al39), (3) the

Addition-Cambridge study (Echouffo et al35) and (4)

the Addition-Leicester study (Webb et al43) in a

meta-analysis.

Biochemical outcomes

HbA1c (+, i)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

LDL-cholesterol (+, i)

HDL-cholesterol (0)

Systolic blood pressure (+, i)

Diastolic blood pressure (+, i)

Body mass index (0)

Weight (0)

Waist circumference (0)

Triglycerides (0)

Baseline characteristics were well matched

between intervention and control group. In

Denmark however, more patients were identified in

practices assigned to the intervention arm then in

those assigned to control arm. And in the

intervention group, more patients had a history of

ischaemic heart disease.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat and patients with missing

outcome values at baseline were excluded from

the analyses. Those with missing outcome
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Table 1 Continued

Study Comparison Effect on end points* Notes

Creatinine (+, c)

Patient-reported outcomes

Health-related quality of life (0)

Diabetes complications and processes of care

All-cause mortality (0)

CVD mortality (0)

Myocardial infarction (0)

Stroke (0)

Revascularisation procedures (0)

Hypoglycaemia† (0)

Meeting target values for:

HbA1c (+, i)

Blood pressure (+, i)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

Use of any glucose-lowering drugs (+, i)

Change in any antihypertensive drugs (+, i)

Change in any cholesterol-lowering drugs (+, i)

baseline values were included according to the

missing indicator method.

Comparisons between intervention and control

group were adjusted for cluster structure and

baseline characteristics.

Olivarius et al.

(2001)41
Intervention: Patient follow-up every three months

+annual screening for diabetes complications+shared

decision-making patient and physician+physician

feedback+goal setting+clinical guidelines+physician

education+patient leaflets and folders+lifestyle advise

+protocol based care+physician recall system

versus

Usual diabetes care (not further specified)

Biochemical outcomes

HbA1c (+, i)

Total cholesterol (+, i)

Systolic blood pressure (+, i)

Diastolic blood pressure (0)

Weight (0)

Fasting blood glucose (+, i)

Triglycerides (0)

Creatinine (0)

Diabetes complications and processes of care

Overall mortality† (0)

Severe hypoglycaemia† (0)

Diabetic retinopathy† (0)

Non-fatal myocardial infarction† (0)

Non-fatal stroke† (0)

Peripheral neuropathy† (0)

Microalbuminuria† (0)

Angina pectoris† (0)

Intermittent claudication† (0)

Number of consultations† (+, i)

Number of referrals to diabetes

clinic† (−, i)
Number of hospital admissions† (0)

Use of metformin† (+, i)

Use of other glucose-lowering drugs† (0)

Use of antihypertensive drugs† (0)

Use of lipid-lowering drugs† (0)

At baseline, more patients in the intervention group

were excluded because of severe somatic disease

than in the control group. Furthermore, occupation

and smoking habits differed between the two

groups.

Statistical analyses were conducted by

intention-to-treat. It was not reported whether or

not data were missing or how missing data were

handled.

Comparisons between intervention and control

group were adjusted for cluster structure and

baseline characteristics.

*+=positive effect; 0=no effect; −=negative effect; i=favouring intervention group; u=favouring control (usual care) group. The effects of the intervention are represented by the difference in
change from baseline to follow-up between the intervention and control group.
† The effect of the intervention is represented by a difference in proportions of patients at follow-up between the intervention and control group.
CHD, coronary heart disease; CVD, cardiovascular (heart) disease; GP, general practitioner; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.
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intervention period, yet studying patients with screen-
detected type 2 diabetes, the Addition-Leicester trial43

observed a significant difference in change in HbA1c
between the two trial arms of −0.20% (95% CI −0.32 to
−0.08) (−2.2 mmol/mol (95% CI −3.4 to −0.9)).
Whereas the Addition-Netherlands authors39 did not
report the actual difference in HbA1c change between
the two groups, they stated in their paper that the
improvement in HbA1c was significantly better in the
intervention group, compared to the control group. The
pooled 5-year data from all four Addition-trials46 showed
a somewhat smaller, yet significantly greater improve-
ment in HbA1c concentration in intervention patients,
compared to control patients (−0.08% (95% CI −0.14 to
−0.02)) (−0.9 mmol/mol (95% CI −1.5 to −0�2))
(figure 3). Finally, the effect of multifaceted care in

Danish patients with newly diagnosed diabetes41 after
6 years of intervention was comparable to that in screen-
detected patients after 5 years of intervention46 (−0.06%
(95% CI −0.08 to −0.03)) (−0.7 mmol/mol (95% CI
−0.9 to −0.3)).
Pooling all seven trials, multifaceted care improved

HbA1c concentration with −0.07% (95% CI −0.10 to
−0.04) (−0.8 mmol/mol (95% CI −1.1 to −0.4))
(figure 3). Statistical heterogeneity across the seven
trials was small to moderate (I2=21%).

Cholesterol levels
Figure 4 presents the mean differences in change in
total cholesterol levels for all seven trials. Of the three
trials that studied prevalent diabetes patients, only the
Dutch trial33 observed multifaceted care to significantly

Table 2 Baseline patient characteristics of the included cluster randomised controlled trials studying patients with prevalent

diabetes

Cleveringa et al33 * Sönnichsen et al45 † Frei et al44 ‡
Intervention Control Intervention Control Intervention Control

N 1699 1692 649 840 162 164

Follow-up duration (years) 1 1 1 1 1 1

Type of diabetes patients Prevalent diabetes Prevalent diabetes Prevalent diabetes

Country Netherlands Austria Switzerland

Baseline patient characteristics

Age (years) 65.2±11.3 65.0±11.0 65.4±10.4 65.5±10.4 65.7±10.4 68.3±10.6

Sex (% men) 48.2 49.8 51.0 53.1 54 60

Ethnicity (% Caucasian) 97.7 97.6 − − − −
Diabetes duration (years) 5.8±5.7 5.4±5.8 7.0±6.5 9.5±7.4 10.3±7.8

Current smoking (% yes) 22.6 16.6 13.4 14 9

Body mass index (kg/m2) 30.0±5.3 30.2±5.3 30.4±5.1 29.7±4.9 30.5±5.3 30.7±5.9

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 149±22 149±21 141±19 139±17 140±18 138±17

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 83±11 82±11 83±11 82±10 83±10 79±10

UKDPS CHD risk (%) 22.5±16.5§ 21.7±15.8§ − − − −
HbA1c (%) 7.1±1.3 7.0±1.1 7.46±1.53 7.34±1.31 7.8±1.5 7.6±1.1

Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.0±1.0 4.9±1.1 5.15±1.14 5.02±1.09 5.0±1.2 4.7±1.1

HDL-cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.36±0.36 1.32±0.35 1.35±0.39 1.32±0.36 1.2±0.3 1.3±0.4

LDL-cholesterol (mmol/L) 2.8±0.92 2.8±0.95 2.87±0.96 2�87±0�91 2�8±1�1 2�5±1�1
Fasting glucose (mmol/L) 8�0±2�4 7�8±2�2 − − 8�4±2�5 7�7±2�2
Creatinine (μmol/L) 87.5±27.7 85.9±22.5 84.9±30.9 84.9±34.5 − −
Triglycerides (mmol/L) 1.8±1.1 1.8±1.3 2.14±1.82 2.00±1.73 − −
Urinary albumin (mg/L) − − − − − −
Quality of life: PCS¶ 43.9±10.9

Quality of life: MCS¶ 50.1±11.3

History of myocardial infarction (%) 47.1 63.3 8.4 − −
History of stroke (%) 7.0 − −
Diabetic retinopathy (%) 2.9 3.3 - - 9.3 8.1

Peripheral neuropathy (%) − − − − 18.6 13.4

Values are mean±sd, or percentages. Bold font indicates that the particular baseline characteristic differed statistically significantly between
the intervention and control group.
*The information on BMI, fasting glucose, creatinine, triglycerides and retinopathy was obtained through contacting the authors.
†The information on diabetes duration, smoking, history of myocardial infarction and history of stroke was obtained from the publication
describing baseline characteristics of the total study population and stratified by sex (Flamm et al60).
‡The quality of life summary scores for the physical and mental component were obtained from the publication describing baseline
characteristics of the total study population (Frei et al61). Peripheral neuropathy is represented by ‘pathological foot status’ and diabetic
retinopathy is represented by ‘annual eye exam: pathological’.
§Values concern the 10-year UKDPS CHD risk.
¶Quality of life was assessed with the 36-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36).
CHD, coronary heart disease; MCS, Mental Component Summary Score; PCS, Physical Component Summary Score; UKPDS, UK
Prospective Diabetes Study.
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Table 3 Baseline patient characteristics of the included cluster randomised controlled trials studying patients with screen-detected and newly diagnosed diabetes

Webb et al43 Janssen et al39 Griffin et al46 Olivarius et al41

Intervention Control Intervention Control Intervention Control Intervention Control

N 146 199 255 243 1678 1379 649 614

Follow-up duration (years) 1 1 1 1 5 5 6 6

Type of diabetes patients Screen-detected diabetes Screen-detected

diabetes

Screen-detected diabetes Newly diagnosed diabetes

Country UK Netherlands UK, Netherlands, Denmark Denmark

Baseline patient characteristics

Age (years) 59.4±10.0 60.0±10.0 60.1±5.4 59.9±5.1 60.3±6.9 60.2±6.8 65.5 (55.3–74.0) 65.3 (56.3–73.5)

Sex (% men) 56.9 58.3 51.8 56.0 58.5 57.3 52.4 53.1

Ethnicity (% Caucasian) 52.7 62.3 98.0 98.7 95.8 93.4 − −
Diabetes duration (years) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Current smoking (% yes) 15.2 10.2 26.3 21.4 26.9 27.8 35.5 34.5

Body mass index (kg/m2) 31.0±5.9 31.5±5.7 31.2±5.1 30.4±4.6 31.6±5.6 31.6±5.6 29.4 (26.2–33.0) 28.8 (26.0–32.3)

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 145.7±18.5 148.4±20.5 166±23 163±23 148.5±22.1 149.8±21.3 150 (130–164) 148 (130–160)

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 87.8±10.4 89.5±10.7 90±11 89±10 86.1±11.1 86.5±11.3 85 (80–90) 85 (80–90)

UKPDS CHD risk (%) 8.5±5.8† 9.3±7.1* − − − − − −
HbA1c (%) 7.2±1.5 7.3±1.8 7.3±1.6 7.4±1.7 7.0±1.6 7.0±1.5 10.2 (8.6–11.6) 10.2 (8.7–11.9)

Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.3±1.2 5.6±1.3 5.6±1.1 5.6±1.1 5.5±1.1 5.6±1.2 6.2 (5.4–7.1) 6.2 (5.5–7.2)

HDL-cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.2±0.4 1.2±0.3 1.1±0.4 1.1±0.3 1.2 (1.0–1.5) 1.2 (1.0–1.5) − −
LDL-cholesterol (mmol/L) 3.2±1.0 3.5±1.0 3.7±1.0 3.7±1.0 3.4±1.0 3.5±1.0 − −
Fasting glucose (mmol/L) − − 7.8±2.3 8.1±2.8 − − 13.8 (10.7–17.0) 13.7 (10.7–17.0)

Creatinine (μmol/L) − − − − 83.4±17.1 84.9±18.6 90 (81–101) 88 (79–100)

Triglycerides (mmol/L) 2.1±1.9 2.1±1.4 1.9±1.0 2.0±1.6 1.6 (1.2–2.3) 1.7 (1.2–2.4) 2.03 (1.44–2.91) 1.98 (1.39–2.95)

Urinary albumin (mg/L) − − − − − − 11.7 (6.0–32.5) 11.8 (5.7–27.5)

Quality of life: PCS† 39.0 (37.4–40.5) 38.5 (37.1-40.0) No summary scores

reported

− − − −

Quality of life: MCS† 38.2 (35.2–41.2) 39.2 (36.5–41.9) No summary scores

reported

− − − −

History of myocardial infarction (%) 15.8* 10.6‡ − − 6.8 6.1 6.6 7.7

History of stroke (%) − − 2.9 1.9 3.5 4.2

Diabetic retinopathy (%) − − − − − − 5.0 4.5

Peripheral neuropathy (%) − − − − − − 18.8 19.7

Values are mean±sd, or median (IQR) or percentages. Bold font indicates that the comparison between the intervention and control group was statistically significant.
*Values concern the 5-year UKDPS CHD risk.
†Quality of life was assessed with the 12-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-12) in the study by Webb et al, and with the 36-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) in the study by Janssen et al.
‡Defined as ‘pre-existing CVD’, including myocardial infarction, stroke and angina.
CHD, coronary heart disease; MCS, Mental Component Summary Score; PCS, Physical Component Summary Score; UKPDS, UK Prospective Diabetes Study.
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Figure 2 Risk of bias graph. Review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages across all

included studies. Studies included are Cleveringa et al (2008);33 Sönnichsen et al (2008),45 Frei et al (2010),44 Olivarius et al

(2001),41 Janssen et al (2009),39 Webb et al (2010),43 Lauritzen et al (2000)40 and Echouffo et al (2009).35 The studies from

Lauritzen and Echouffo were included in the risk of bias assessment since their 5-year follow-up data had been included

in the Addition-Europe meta-analysis by Griffin et al.46 As the Addition-Europe publication only reported pooled data, no

comprehensive overview of results was available for the studies by Lauritzen and Echouffo, which resulted in the blanks in the

risk of bias graph.

Figure 3 Mean difference in change (95% CI) in HbA1c levels (%) after multifaceted care between intervention and control

groups. Results are stratified by type of diabetes patient. IV, generic inverse variance method. The three studies including

patients with prevalent diabetes has an intervention duration of 1-year. The methodology for calculating the difference in change

between intervention and control group that Cleveringa et al.33 have used (subtracting the HbA1c change over time for the

control group from the change over time for the intervention group) was the opposite of that used by the other trials (subtracting

the HbA1c change over time for the intervention group from the change over time for the control group). Since this would result in

a misleading visual presentation of the findings from Cleveringa et al.,33 we have recalculated their HbA1c results according to

the methodology used by the other studies. The study of Webb et al.43 had an intervention duration of one year and the study of

Griffin et al.46 combined the 5-year intervention data from all four Addition studies, including the five-year data from Webb et al.43

The study including patients with newly detected diabetes had an intervention duration of six years.
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improve total cholesterol concentrations. In the remain-
ing two studies,44 45 cholesterol levels were similar
between intervention and control arm. Statistical hetero-
geneity across the three studies was low (I2=12%) and
their weighted mean difference in change between
intervention and control groups amounted to
−0.14 mmol/L (95% CI −0.22 to −0.07). Similar to
HbA1c, the effect of multifaceted care on cholesterol
seemed larger in screen-detected patients than in
patients with prevalent diabetes. After 1-year of interven-
tion, Addition-Leicester43 found a mean difference in
change between the intervention and control group of
−0.56 mmol/L (95% CI −0.87 to −0.25). The pooled
5-year data from all four Addition trials also showed a
significantly greater improvement in total cholesterol
levels in intervention patients, compared to control
patients (−0.27 mmol/L (95% CI −0.34 to −0.20)).
Finally, in Danish patients with newly diagnosed dia-
betes,41 6 years of multifaceted care had caused choles-
terol levels to improve (−0.15 mmol/L (95% CI −0.29 to
−0.01)).
Pooling all trials, the effect of multifaceted care on

improvement of total cholesterol resulted in a weighted

difference in change between intervention and control
patients of −0.20 mmol/L (95% CI −0.28 to −0.11);
I2=64%.
In addition to improvements in total cholesterol

levels, HDL-cholesterol levels appeared to be unaffected
by multifaceted care in patients with prevalent dia-
betes.33 44 45 LDL-cholesterol levels on the other hand
did improve (see online supplementary figure S1 and
S2). The Dutch33 and the Swiss44 study found signifi-
cantly better improvements in LDL-cholesterol for the
intervention group, when compared to the control
group. The Addition-Netherlands39 and Addition-
Leicester43 studies observed that multifaceted care sig-
nificantly improved LDL-cholesterol levels after 1-year,
while HDL-cholesterol remained largely unchanged.
Similar results were reported for 5 years of intervention
by the Addition-Europe study.46 The Danish study41 with
newly diagnosed diabetes patients had not measured
HDL and LDL-cholesterol levels.

Blood pressure
Two33 44 out of the three trials with patients with preva-
lent diabetes reported a difference in change in diastolic

Figure 4 Mean difference in change (95% CI) in total cholesterol levels (mmol/L) after multifaceted care between intervention

and control groups. Results are stratified by type of diabetes patient. IV, generic inverse variance method. The three studies

including patients with prevalent diabetes has an intervention duration of 1-year. The methodology for calculating the difference in

change between intervention and control group that Cleveringa et al.33 have used (subtracting the HbA1c change over time for

the control group from the change over time for the intervention group) was the opposite of that used by the other trials

(subtracting the HbA1c change over time for the intervention group from the change over time for the control group). Since this

would result in a misleading visual presentation of the findings from Cleveringa et al.,33 we have recalculated their HbA1c results

according to the methodology used by the other studies. The study of Webb et al.43 had an intervention duration of one year and

the study of Griffin et al.46 combined the 5-year intervention data from all four Addition studies, including the five-year data from

Webb et al.43 The study including patients with newly detected diabetes had an intervention duration of six years.
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and systolic blood pressure, both being in favour of the
intervention group (see online supplementary figures S3
and S4). Better improvements in blood pressure were
also seen in intervention patients with screen-detected
diabetes, compared to control patients.39 43 46

Improvements after 1-year of intervention43 were larger
than those after 5 years of intervention.46 In patients
with newly diagnosed diabetes41 6 years of multifaceted
care significantly improved systolic, but not diastolic,
blood pressure when compared to usual diabetes care.
Similar to HbA1c and total cholesterol, the results for
blood pressure were stronger for patients with screen-
detected and newly diagnosed diabetes than for those
with prevalent, long-standing diabetes.

Body mass index
With regard to the studies on prevalent diabetes, only
the Austrian study45 found a significant difference in
change in BMI between the intervention group and
control group after 1-year of intervention (see online
supplementary figure S5). In screen-detected diabetes
patients,39 43 multifaceted care resulted in a significantly
higher reduction in BMI, compared to usual diabetes
care. Furthermore, Addition-Leicester43 reported a
higher reduction in BMI and body weight (kg) for the
intervention group compared to the control group, but
observed no difference in reduction of waist circumfer-
ence. After an intervention duration of 5 years, the
pooled reduction in weight and waist circumference, but
not in BMI, in screen-detected diabetes was significantly
higher in the intervention group compared to the
control group.46 The Danish trial41 with newly diagnosed
diabetes patients observed no difference in weight
change after 6 years of intervention, yet BMI had not
been measured.
For further biochemical outcomes, see online

supplementary file S3 and figures S6–S8.

Patient-reported outcomes
The effect of a multifaceted care intervention on the
patients’ quality of life accounted for the only patient-
reported outcome assessed by the included trials.

Health-related quality of life
Quality of life was reported by five33 39 43 44 46 of the
seven trials, most of which had used the 36-item Short
Form Health Survey (SF-36) to assess the different
domains of health-related quality of life. In patients with
prevalent diabetes,33 44 significant changes over time
were absent for all scores of the SF-36 subscales for the
intervention and control arms. A superior effect of
multifaceted care was observed only on the SF-36 sub-
scale ‘health change’ in the Dutch trial with prevalent
diabetes patients.33 For the two Addition studies report-
ing results after 1-year of intervention,39 43 as for the
pooled 5-year data by Addition-Europe,46 no significant
changes in the physical and mental summary scores of

the SF-36, or the abbreviated SF-12 version that was used
in the Addition-Leicester trial,43 could be demonstrated.

Diabetes complications
Only few trials had reported diabetes complications,
including cardiovascular disease and mortality. Closely
related to the prevention and occurrence of complica-
tions, some studies evaluated the effect of their interven-
tion on processes of care, such as reaching target values
for HbA1c and receiving regular eye and foot
examinations.

Macrovascular and microvascular complications
Macrovascular and microvascular diabetes complications
during follow-up were reported by the two studies41 46

with the longer intervention periods. The Addition-
Europe study46 had assessed myocardial infarction,
stroke, coronary and peripheral revascularisation proce-
dures, cardiovascular death and total mortality and non-
traumatic amputation in screen-diagnosed diabetes
patients. Although the estimated HRs for these events all
favoured the intervention group, none of the estimates
reached statistical significance. In newly diagnosed dia-
betes patients,41 multifaceted care had not resulted in
differences between intervention and control group
regarding the risk of diabetic retinopathy, peripheral
neuropathy, microalbuminuria, non-fatal myocardial
infarction and stroke, angina pectoris or intermittent
claudication at 6 years.

Processes of care
Only three studies assessed processes of care or process
quality measures.33 45 46 The Dutch study33 with preva-
lent diabetes patients observed that multifaceted care
resulted in significantly more patients reaching treat-
ment targets (18.9%) than usual diabetes care (13.4%)
(treatment targets were defined as HbA1c ≤7%
(53 mmol/mol), systolic blood pressure ≤140 mm Hg,
total cholesterol ≤4.5 mmol/L and LDL-cholesterol
≤2.5 mmol/L). Process quality measures at 1-year,
defined as the percentage of patients receiving guide-
line-adherent foot-examinations, eye-examinations and
HbA1c-examinations, were reported by the Austrian
study with prevalent diabetes patients45 to be signifi-
cantly higher in the intervention group. The pooled
5-year results from the four Addition studies46 showed
that in both trial arms more patients had values below
target thresholds for HbA1c (<7% (53 mmol/mol)),
blood pressure (≤135/85 mm Hg) and cholesterol level
(<4.5 mmol/L), yet proportions were higher in the inter-
vention group than in the control group.
For further diabetes complications and related out-

comes, see online supplementary file S3.

DISCUSSION
This review assessed the effectiveness of chronic disease
management models for type 2 diabetes on the
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improvement of patient outcomes, in Europe. In
general, the effects of multifaceted care on patient out-
comes were rather small and their magnitude seemed to
differ according to the type of diabetes patient being
studied. Our analysis suggested that in comparison to
usual diabetes care, multifaceted care improves HbA1c
levels for patients with screen-detected diabetes and
patients with newly diagnosed diabetes, but not for
patients with prevalent type 2 diabetes. Similar findings
were observed for total cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol,
BMI and body weight. The resulting improvements in
blood pressure seemed less strongly related to the type
of diabetes patient studied. Other outcomes, such as
fasting glucose levels, triglycerides, quality of life and dia-
betes complications, had been reported inconsequently,
and results varied widely across the included trials.
The few cluster randomised controlled trials that we

identified from the literature were relatively heteroge-
neous with regard to the individual components of the
implemented intervention, duration of the intervention,
type of diabetes patient and reported outcomes. For
each trial, methodological quality was acceptable and
there were very low rates of dropout among the enrolled
patients. Still, details on the randomisation procedure
were frequently missing as well as information concern-
ing concealment of allocation from general practitioners
and physicians in advance to recruitment of eligible
patients. Since the currently performed meta-analysis
included only a small number of trials, caution is war-
ranted not to overinterpret its results. The χ2 statistic for
example, indicating homogeneity of the effect of the
intervention on HbA1c and total cholesterol, has low
power when based on only few, and small-sized,
studies.47 When interpreting the data, we thus prefer to
look at the direction of the individual effect estimates
and CIs, rather than let the calculated statistics guide
our conclusions. As such, given the current literature, it
is not possible to draw an unequivocal conclusion about
the effectiveness of chronic multifaceted care on dia-
betes patient outcomes.
Overall, previous systematic reviews have reported that

an integrated approach to diabetes care versus usual dia-
betes care may improve clinical and biochemical out-
comes,9 10 19 20 23 24 48 including HbA1c levels, blood
pressure and blood lipid concentrations. Those reviews
that included a meta-analysis reported mean differences
in HbA1c reduction between intervention and control
groups ranging from −0.14% (95% CI −0.25 to −0.05)
to −0.5% (95% CI −0.6 to −0.3). Mean differences in
total cholesterol have only been estimated by one
meta-analysis, which reported a reduction of
−0.24 mmol/L (95% CI −0.41 to −0.06) in favour of the
intervention group.10 This study also reported a mean
difference in diastolic blood pressure reduction of
−1.3 mm Hg (95% CI −0.21 to −0.6) and a mean differ-
ence in systolic blood pressure reduction of −2.2 mm Hg
(95% CI −3.5 to −0.9), comparable with the summary
estimate for systolic blood pressure from Elissen et al

(−2.8 mm Hg (95% CI −4.7 to −0.9)).20 All other out-
comes of multifaceted care interventions were described
narratively. Improvements have been observed for fre-
quency of retinopathy screening,20 48 49 screening for
peripheral polyneuropathy and foot lesions,20 48 49 pro-
teinuria measurements49 and the monitoring frequency
of lipid and HbA1c levels.49 In addition, there seems to
be an economic benefit of integrated diabetes care.50

Yet, other systematic reviews have found no impact on
patients outcomes and processes of care18 25 49 or have
disputed the clinical relevance of statistically significant
findings.19 A comparison of the reported effect estimates
with our summary estimates for HbA1c and total choles-
terol warrants caution, given the varying number of
CCM elements the estimates were based on, the hetero-
geneity among the included diabetes patients, the differ-
ent restrictions to geographical region and the number
of included studies in each review.
The novelty of the current systematic review is that it

provides a comprehensive overview of diabetes care trials
that have evaluated the effectiveness of the all the six
components of the CCM combined, instead of one or
more components. Overall, we found there is an import-
ant lack of studies which evaluate the implementation of
all six CCM-components simultaneously. In the current
literature, findings on the issue of whether multifaceted
chronic care is to be preferred over single-faceted care
are conflicting.9–12 24–26 51 However, improving the man-
agement of a complex disease like diabetes is a challen-
ging goal which, we believe, may not be achieved by
targeting single care aspects only. Another novel aspect
of the current review is the focus on state-of-the-art dia-
betes management in Europe only. The narrow view
relates to the enormous burden that type 2 diabetes
represents in Europe, in individual and in societal
terms.52 The prevalence of diabetes in Europe is
expected to increase from 59.8 million adults in 2015 to
71.1 million in 2040.53

As reflected by recent guidelines for the management
of patients with type 2 diabetes,54 healthcare providers
have increasingly focused at improving and controlling
cardiovascular risk factors to improve patient outcomes,
including hyperglycaemia, overweight or obesity, ele-
vated blood pressure and dyslipidemia. Results from the
Steno-2 trial support the view that even in high-risk
patients with type 2 diabetes multifaceted care has the
potential to reduce the risk of complications and mortal-
ity.55 Randomising 160 patients with type 2 diabetes and
persistent microalbuminuria to an intensive multifactor-
ial treatment and conventional therapy, the authors
found that the multifactorial treatment was associated
with a lower risk of cardiovascular events after 13.3 years
of follow-up, as well as with a lower risk of death from
cardiovascular disease, compared to conventional treat-
ment. And while the CCM has been proposed as a tool
to improve the quality of diabetes care and, subse-
quently, patient outcomes, the current review indicates
that at least the existing programmes have not been as
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successful in this respect as intended. The challenge
thus remains to translate results from landmark studies
like Steno-2, into primary care, where the majority of
type 2 diabetes patients are being treated.
When aiming to improve chronic healthcare, it has

been proposed that only assessing the effects of a multi-
faceted care intervention on patient outcomes is not suf-
ficient. In order to gain insights into why and when
certain interventions are effective, it is also important to
focus on barriers and facilitators to the implementation
process of the intervention and their effect on the inter-
play between intervention and outcomes.56 This latter
aspect is usually not evaluated or reported on by rando-
mised controlled trials implementing a multifaceted
care intervention.57 As such, it has not yet been possible
to analyse the relationships between context, mechan-
isms and outcomes of multifaceted diabetes care inter-
ventions and to subsequently provide meaningful
insights into how these have influenced the outcomes
achieved.57

There are some limitations of our work that need to
be considered. First, many studies provided insufficient
detail in their methods section to fully understand the
intensity of (specific components of) the intervention.
This complicated our appraisal of whether all compo-
nents of the CCM were fully covered. Also, the different
interventions that the trials have used to represent a
given component of the CCM have possibly resulted in
some heterogeneity across the trials. In addition to the
insufficiently described interventions, standards for
usual diabetes care were not elaborated on in any of the
trials. Online versions of diabetes care guidelines were
found to be published in the country’s native language
and represented current versions only. However, most
European countries define their standards according to
the recommendations made by the joint task force con-
vened by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) and
the European Association for the Study of Diabetes
(EASD).54 58 Indeed, identified guidelines from the
Netherlands, Austria, and the UK did comply with the
ADA/EASD recommendations. We do therefore not
expect that practices of usual diabetes care in the indi-
vidual trials have differed to the extent of causing a sig-
nificant increase in heterogeneity. Second, whereas the
aim of the current review was to investigate the effective-
ness of CCMs in Europe, the trials available for this
review only represented the Western part of Europe.
Countries with the highest prevalence of diabetes lie in
Eastern Europe, that is, Turkey, Montenegro, Macedonia
and Serbia.52 The top-three countries in Western
Europe with the highest diabetes prevalence are
Germany, Spain and Italy,52 none of which were repre-
sented in this review. And third, the procedure of select-
ing relevant studies for the current review was largely
performed by only one person. However, two reviewers
subsequently screened the full text of all potentially rele-
vant papers such that the final decision on inclusion was
based on two opinions.

In conclusion, the available scientific evidence regard-
ing the effectiveness of multifaceted chronic care pro-
grammes for type 2 diabetes in older patients in Europe
is low. In general, the current findings support the
concept of the CCM, yet the improvements in patient
outcomes and processes of care are only small. While
key aspects of type 2 diabetes can be improved by a
multifactorial intervention, it is not yet clear if these
improvements will subsequently lower diabetes-related
complications, such as cardiovascular disease and overall
mortality. Furthermore, the effect of the interventions
seemed, at least partly, to depend on the type of dia-
betes patient, which could suggest effect modification
by disease duration and/or disease severity. Another
aspect that could add to the differences in effectiveness
between the individual interventions is the degree in
which they facilitate changes in social behaviour. This
implies that more attention in trials should be spent to
factors like adherence to treatment strategies, level of
self-management skills and patients’ knowledge on their
disease. These traits need to be positively affected
before an improvement in clinical measures can even
occur,1 yet studies generally reveal little on person-
centred factors. And finally, there is a lack of knowledge
(on information) on effective methods to address
important pragmatic questions about improvement of
care, for example, which specific mechanism or proced-
ure of a CCM works, for which patients and under
which circumstances?59 Future research would need to
incorporate the measurement of context, mechanisms
and outcomes of multifaceted care into study designs in
order to deliver the full extent of insights needed to
improve chronic diabetes care and, ultimately, patient
outcomes.
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